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By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Upon returning to the reality of
Charleston after a week-long spring break,
students shared some memories about their
relaxation time.
Tracy Urbanski, a freshman zoology
major, said she stayed at home and that the
second half of her spring break was fun.
Although, she added, “I hate being (back at
Eastern).”
Urbanski said the most memorable
experience she had was on March 14 when
she and her boyfriend celebrated their
anniversary. She said she expected to do
nothing over break except relax.
“That’s exactly what I did,” Urbanski
said.
Jenny Houghtaling, a freshman computer
management major, spent spring break in
Boca Raton, Fla., with her best friend.
“My break was awesome,” Houghtaling
said. “I laid around by the pool.”
She said that she too did nothing but
relax over break, adding that “it was great.”
Houghtaling said she will never forget the
hours she spent Thursday night seeking
shelter in a high school cafeteria because of
a hurricane warning. Although her break was
filled with unusual occurrences and some
much-needed relaxation, Houghtaling said
she does not mind being back at school.
“It’s good to be back to get into (my)
normal routine,” Houghtaling said.
Debbie Kouba, a freshman chemistry
major, said spring break went by too fast.
Students ‘spring’
back into classes
See SPRING page 2
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Kristin Reed, a sophomore family and consumer sciences major, brings back her
necessities, with help from Joe Yacono, a sophomore business marketing major, Sunday
afternoon in Lincoln Hall. Reed is returning from her Park Forest home.
By RYAN HILLIGOSS
Staff writer
Student Body President Kim Harris will
nominate two students to fill one position to
serve on the search committee to select the
university’s next president.
Board of Trustee Chair Susan Gilpin will
choose one student from the two Harris
nominates. The Student Vice President for
Public Affairs also will serve on the search
committee.
Gilpin is in the process of appointing an
11-member presidential search committee
consisting of three BOT members including
Gilpin, Nate Anderson and Mack Hollowell;
three faculty members, two students (the
Student Vice President for Public Affairs and
one additional student), a staff representative,
an administration representative and an
alumni representative.
To fill the student position, Harris said she
is looking internally at Student Government
representatives, but she will give
consideration to any interested student.
“I am looking internally because the vice
presidents and members of Student Senate
are accountable to the entire student body,”
Harris said.
Harris said in considering applications for
the position she will focus on community
involvement, the effect the applicant has had
on other students and the applicant’s
knowledge of administration issues and
internal administration processes.
Harris will forward the names of the three
students to the BOT by April 8. The entire
presidential search committee will convene
before the spring semester closes, said Gilpin.
Gilpin said the committee will be assisted
by an independent search firm which has not
been hired yet. Gilpin said the firm would not
be involved in the final presidential selection.
“This is not a closed process,” Gilpin said.
“We want input from the entire campus.”
“We would expect committee members to
nominate people from within the campus,
and we want the best pool of candidates.”
A new president will replace current
Eastern President David Jorns who will retire
June of 1999.
Interested students should approach
Harris about the issue and they will have to
hand in a resume and complete an essay
question.
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
On guard
Chris Gadomski(right), a senior theater major, stands with a sword at the ready, while Shaun
Noel, a junior business computer major, takes a defensive posture Sunday night in the Library
Quad. Gadomski and Noel fight for exercising and having fun.
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
The owner of Super-K-Food Mart
said the replacement of gasoline pumps
has not only cost him money, but hurt
his business.
Nader Qattoum, owner of Super K,
850 Lincoln Ave., said he has had
problems with business since the gas
pumps were shutdown in November
because two tanks needed to be
replaced. The tanks were experiencing
problems with leaks because they had a
tendency to rust  easi ly.  Another
problem with the gas pumps were the
gas l ines, which were also having
difficult ies  with rust , Qattoum
previously said.
“They’re killing me,” Qattoum said.
“It’s hurting business a lot. If it’s the
gas only, then that’s not too bad. But
they tear up the parking lot and then
nobody can park in the parking lot.”
The Keller Oil Company in Mattoon
owns the pumps and is paying for the
repairs  to be made to the pumps,
Qattoum said. The pumps are leased to
him for $2,600 a month and he is
allowed to keep the profits he makes
from selling gas, Qattoum said. 
“I lease it here for them for $2,600 a
month. Everything inside is for me;
they supply the gas and own the tanks,
the piping, everything,” Qattoum said.
The problems were discovered in
November during a routine inspection,
Qattoum said. The gas pumps were
then closed down in order to make the
repairs, but were stalled when workers
broke open a water main. The water
main has since been repaired and was
paid for by the company, Qattoum said.
Since the pumps and everything
included with the gas system is owned
by the company, either the Keller Oil
Company’s insurance company or the
company i tself  should pay for the
Gas problem repairs slow
down Super-K’s business
Students to be appointed to presidential search team
See GAS page 2
The semester resumes as students return
from a variety of spring break adventures
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&then some
u New Faces
The University Board
named its new executives for
the coming academic year.
Jennifer Brdlik was appointed
as the new UB Chair and
Courtney McKeen was made
the new UB Vice Chair.
u Help Wanted
The University Board is
opening up applications for
UB commitee chairs. The UB
is interviewing candidates for
Performing Arts,  Lecture,
movies/ videos, comedy and
human potential coordinators.
Applicants must have a
cumalitive 2.25 GPA and give
at least  volunteer 3 hours of
office work per week. 
Applications are available
in the student activities office,
room 201, of the Martin
Luther King Jr.  University
Union. Applications must be
turned in 4:00 p.m. ,Monday,
March 30 in the student activi-
ties office. Interviews will be
held Tuesday, March 31.
u Speak Up
The Comunications
Association will sponsering a
night of performances from
the EIU forensics team.
The showcase will be held
Wednesday, at 6 p.m in Phipps
Auditorium of the Physical
Science Builiding.
u Well-Dressed
The Black Student Union is
looking for models to partic-
ipate in its sixth annual fash-
ion show.
Interested students can
attend an informational meet-
ing Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Kansas Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr.  University
Union.  On Thursday, tryouts
and rehersals will be held from
8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Charleston/ Mattoon room. 
u FYI
& Then Some is a column
designed to highlight individu-
als on campus who have
recieved special recognition.
Our goal is to serve as an
outlet for the smaller groups
on campus and showcase thier
members and achievements.
Anyone interested in sub-
mitting information to & Then
Some should write or call Matt
Adrian at the Daily Eastern
News 581-2812 or e-mail him
at cumwa@pen.eiu.edu.
& then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.
— Matt Adrian is the managing editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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“I can’t believe I’m back (at Eastern)
already,” Kouba said. “There’s only 38 days
left of school not counting weekends!”
Dave Russell, a freshman middle-level
education major, skied in north Michigan
Tuesday through Friday. He said that his
family and he witnessed a freak incident
involving his aunt.
Russell said that he will never forget
when his aunt bent over to get something
out of the back of the mini van while in a
parking lot and a passer-by said “that’s a
nice back end.”
Russell said he began defending his aunt
when the stranger explained the confusion:
the man had meant the back end of the mini
van was attractive.
Russell said his break seemed to “just fly
by.”
“It’s nice to come back and get into the
swing of things,” Russell added. 
Although, “it doesn’t feel that good (to
be back).”
Joscyln Tillery, a junior family consumer
science teacher certification major, said her
spring break experience wasn’t all that
great.
“I had to go to a high school and do
observations plus I got the flu,” Tillery said.
The best part about spring break, Tillery
said, was when she was able to sleep the
whole day.
“I’m glad we are back (at Eastern), but I
don’t want to go back to class,” Tillery said. 
Tillery said she and her boyfriend want to
quit school and go on vacation.
John Molick, a senior political science
major, said he stayed at home during spring
break.
“I went out drinking without having to
put up with the (Charleston area) bars,”
Molick said.
He said parts of his break that he will
never forget include getting a green condom
for St. Patrick’s Day and finding Garcia, the
Grateful Dead Beanie Baby.
Molick said that, overall, break was “just
right.”
SPRING from page one
repairs to be done, Qattoum
said. However, he still has to
determine what  repairs  are
going to be paid for by who.
“They own the tanks and
everything. So they should be
paying for repairs; them, or the
insurance, they don’t know what
they’re going to do,” Qattoum
said. “I keep calling them. This
was supposed to be done three
weeks ago. There were repairs
needed to take the tanks out.” 
Qattoum said the company is
undecided over what to do about
the repairs. The company has
not decided when or how they
want to do the repairs, Qattoum
said.
“One time they told me they
were going to pave over the
parking lot with concrete and
then rip it up again later when
they got the gas tanks. They
don’t know what they’re doing,”
Qattoum said. “One time they
told me that another company
was going to buy them out, one
time they were waiting for the
payments to come in for them to
take the tanks out.”
The repairs were supposed to
be done after  spring break,
Qattoum said.  However,  the
pumps have now been closed for
six months.
“Nothing.  They’re doing
nothing. It takes like two weeks
to take them out. It’s been like
this for the last two months,”
Qattoum said.  “They said i t
wouldn’t be done until May.”
Qattoum said he has no idea
when the pumps will be open
again and could not give an esti-
mate of how much the repairs
will cost because they had not
been done yet. 
GAS from page one
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Almost half the men and women
on probation in the United States
were under the influence of alco-
hol or drugs when they commit-
ted their crimes, the Justice
Department said Sunday. 
The first national survey of
probationers, conducted for the
Bureau of Justice Statistics,
found that 46.8 percent of proba-
tioners had used either alcohol,
drugs or both at the time of their
offense. 
This was lower than use
among incarcerated criminals at
the time of their offenses. Among
jail inmates, 60 percent had used
alcohol, drugs or both when they
committed their crimes; among
state prison inmates, the figure
was 49 percent. 
Alcohol consumption was
more prevalent than use of illegal
drugs. 
Among probationers, 40 per-
cent had consumed alcohol when
they committed their crimes and
14 percent used drugs.
Probationers who used alcohol
along with drugs are counted in
both the separate alcohol and
drug percentages, which accounts
for those two figures totaling
more than the combined percent-
age. 
The number of probationers
consuming alcohol at the time of
their offense was comparable to
that of jail inmates, 41 percent,
but higher than that of state pris-
oners, 32 percent. 
Probationer survey
shows alcohol use
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) – It
looks like a giant bionic fly
that has found work as a tailor. 
It looms over a small table,
moving its black metal arms
and silver pincers quickly and
silently. Elbows spread wide
and camera-lens eyes unblink-
ing, it deftly sews two rubber
hoses together. 
About 12 feet away, Army
Lt. Col. Christoph Kaufmann
leans forward in his chair,
peering down into a large black
box. Below, he holds scissor-
like handles at the end of two
mechanical arms. He too
makes sewing motions. 
In fact, every move of his
hands is mimicked instantly by
the bionic fly. 
It’s a little like that scene in
“The Wizard of Oz” when Toto
pulls back the curtain to reveal
the real wizard. And the reality
here sounds just as fantastic:
The device Kaufmann is
demonstrating may one day let
surgeons behind the battle lines
operate on soldiers at the front. 
The bionic fly is called
TeSS, for Telepresence Surgery
System. 
The Pentagon has spent
about $3 million for its devel-
opment, and now it’s going to
find out what TeSS can do. 
Within the next few months,
Kaufmann and his military col-
leagues at the Uniformed
Services University of the
Health Sciences will start
putting it to the test, operating
on dummies, cadavers and
anesthetized animals. And in
two or three years, they’ll have
a better idea how useful it
could be on the battlefield.
The idea is to do surgery at
the front without putting sur-
geons in the line of fire. Still,
it’s clear that TeSS won’t
replace standard surgical care
behind the lines, said
Kaufmann, a trauma surgeon
who sewed up soldiers in
Operation Desert Storm. 
Soldiers with simple
wounds will still wait to be
evacuated. If an explosion
blows away half a leg, a medic
will still apply a tourniquet and
get the soldier to human sur-
geons fast. 
Battlefields
may receive
robotic 
surgeons 
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By NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writer
Eastern provides a courtesy listing service to
help students find roommates for off-campus hous-
ing, but few students know about the service.
The University Housing Office keeps a notebook
where students can fill out a profile of themselves.
Students who have off-campus housing and are
looking for a roommate or students who need a
roommate can look through the profiles.
“It’s pretty casual, it’s not real formal,” said Bill
Schnackel, director of university housing and din-
ing services.
The system was started prior to 1988 when there
was a shortage of on-campus housing, Schnackel
said.
Resident Assistants were forced to have room-
mates and all the lounges were used, Schnackel
said.
Since then Eastern has acquired the University
Court and Greek Court which has opened up more
housing options, Schnackel said.
“The last three years I’ve been here the number
of housing complexes has gone up and there is
much more housing in the community,” Schnackel
said.
Other universities have more elaborate systems,
including computerized roommate locating systems
and off-campus housing offices, he said.
Schnackel said he is unsure of how many stu-
dents use the service, but said most students prefer
to put fliers up around campus to attract a more
diverse group of students.
The Housing Office also has had problems with
students submitting names and not contacting the
office once they find a roommate, Schnackel said.
Students get angry because they call a potential
roommate and find out they already have a room-
mate, Schnackel said.
The new housing booklet will contain informa-
tion on this service so more students will be aware
of it, said Mike Hansen, chair of the Student Senate
housing committee.
Aid offered to off-campus students
searching for compatible roommate  
By ABBY RADCLIFFE
Staff writer
The Charleston Community Women
Helping Women organization is now accept-
ing applications for the business and profes-
sional women scholarship.
Michelle Stevens, who handles public
relations for Women Helping Women, said
this scholarship has been offered annually
for the last five to six years.
The scholarship is offered to women from
the Charleston area who will be attending
Eastern next fall.
“The exact amount of the scholarship will
be determined later when we have received
all of the applications,” Stevens said.
To apply for the scholarship students must
fill out the application, send in high school
and college transcripts, give two letters of
recommendation, an acceptance letter to
Eastern and have a “B” average. Stevens said
financial need is also a factor. Applicants
must answer all questions to be considered.
This is the first time Stevens has been on
the scholarship committee and she said she is
“hoping to have lots of applicants to choose
from.”
Women Helping Women anticipates that
they will have anywhere from ten to 30
applicants, Stevens said.
Stevens said she hopes Women Helping
Women will receive more applicants this
year than ever before because they are doing
much more advertising.
Applications are available in the EIU
Foundation on Fourth Street or by calling
Martha Drake at 345-2873. The deadline for
applications is May 1.
Students have chance to ‘cash in’ on women’s group scholarship
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MARCH MADNESS HEADQUARTERS!!!!!!!!
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Right?
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By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
Using gender as a category of
historical analysis will be the
focus tonight during a panel dis-
cussion held in conjunction with
Women’s History and Awareness
Month.
The discussion titled “Historical
Perspectives on Gender,Conflict
and Public Life” will be held at 7
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
The discussion will begin with
Eastern historians who will exam-
ine the issues of women and their
contributions as part of this year’s
Women’s History and Awareness
Month.  
Each panel member will share
their visions on gender in a histori-
cal perspective and the ways histo-
rians use gender as an analytic cat-
egory when exploring the past,
said Lynn Curry, an assistant pro-
fessor of history. 
“I think there’s a whole world
out there of women’s history and
gender history that is waiting to be
explored,” said Curry. 
Ben Fallow, assistant professor
of history, will show his participa-
tion by reading a work of his that
portrays a Mexican woman from
the 19th century who did not
receive much support while in the
political realm.
Curry will be joined by David
Kammerling Smith, an assistant
professor of history; Stacy
Robertson, an assistant professor
of history and director of the
Women’s Study Program at
Bradley University; and Anita
Shelton, chair of Eastern’s history
department.
“It could benefit a lot of stu-
dents because many are not aware
of what gender history is,” Shelton
said.
Gender analysis issues, women’s
history focus of panel discussion
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
will discuss questions regarding
the engagement of a self-assess-
ment evaluation process.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m.
Tuesday in the BOG Room of
Booth Library.
Senate member John Allison
and Special Assistant to the
President Jill Nilsen will present
the consultant’s report that was
generated and given to the Faculty
Senate last July.
“The report gave recommenda-
tions for development and fund-
raising. We are just trying to deter-
mine whether the recommenda-
tions have been implemented,” said
Faculty Senate Chair Gail Richard.
She said questions have been
generated regarding the report and
that they have been forwarded to
various people. The Senate’s dis-
cussion will center around the
feedback the questions generated.
“The senate will be making sure
everything is in check with the
elections committee regarding the
upcoming elections for the com-
mittee for the presidential search,”
Richard said. “We will be making
sure that all the ballots are printed
and we’re going to look at the
work schedule.”
She said the senate will be mak-
ing a call for the presidential
search to see which faculty are
interested in serving on the com-
mittee since no applications have
been accepted from faculty for the
committee.
The procedure for presenting
the distinguished faculty award
also will be discussed.
Evaluation process set
as Faculty Senate topic
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Cast a side
Mike Collins, a freshman undecided major, plays with a footbag out-
side of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, while the sun
casts his shadow on a road.
I think there’s a whole
wor ld out  there of
women’s history and gen-
der history that is waiting to
be explored.”
– Lynn Curry, assistant
professor of history
“
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“The difficulty in life is the choice.”  
–George Moore
today’s quote  
Africa visits need to uphold human rights
The changes implemented to making doctorappointments at Health Services will
make seeing a doctor faster and more conve-
nient for students.
Beginning today, all students wanting to
see a doctor at Health Services will have to
call and make an appointment instead of
blindly going into
Health Services and
hoping there is not a
long wait.
Students also have
the option of calling a nurse for non-emergen-
cies. The Tel-A-Nurse can be reached
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at 581-ASAP (2727).
Students who call this number can tell a
nurse their symptoms and a nurse can recom-
mend what medications the students should
take or if the student should see a doctor.
Currently, ill students must walk to Health
Services, regardless of how sick they may be,
and wait in line in the waiting room.
As most students are aware, on a busy day
a student could be waiting for hours for some-
thing that may require only an aspirin and
some cough drops.
With the new system, students will call to
make an appointment, and are able to stay at
home in bed or attend classes while waiting to
see a doctor, avoiding a lengthy waiting room
stay.
Health Services also is considering charg-
ing students if they fail to show up for their
scheduled appointments.
While the rest of the plan will make the
Health Services run smoother, charging stu-
dents who do not come to their appointment
will not benefit sick students.
Health Services is a critical part of the uni-
versity that is long overdue for a change in the
way it serves students. 
Hopefully these changes will help sick stu-
dents move through Health Services faster
and make the clinic more convenient and pro-
ductive for students.
Although charging students a fee for miss-
ing an appointment is not a change that
should be implemented, the other changes
will be a big improvement to an important
Editorial
To the editor:
This letter is in response to a let-
ter  pr inted recent ly  wri t ten by
Berdina Gregg. It’s awful early in
the campaign season, and unfortu-
nate that Ms. Gregg has started the
mudslinging and misstatements.
Ms. Gregg criticized Rep. Dale
Righter  for  opposing Gov.  J im
Edgar’s education funding bil l ,
including property tax rel ief .
However,  (whether  Ms.  Gregg
doesn’t know or doesn’t care) Dale
Righter WASN’T EVEN IN THE
LEGISLATURE WHEN GOVER-
NOR EDGAR’S BILL WAS CON-
SIDERED. How could he have
“opposed” it, as Ms. Gregg claims,
when he wasn’t even there?
Rep. Righter who was born and
raised in our district and now has a
young family of his own, voted to
send more resources to schools and
enacted important reforms. As a
parent in our community, I appreci-
ate what he has done for working
families.
If Ms. Gregg wants to support
Rep. Righter’s opponent by nasty
letters to the paper, that’s her right.
But she should at least get her facts
straight before doing so.
Melissa Bennett
Charleston
your turnLetter’s accusations
were not fair toward
Rep. Dale Righter
The moral authority of PopeJohn Paul II is been tested on
this his visit to Nigeria. Why do I
say so? Nigeria’s military dictator,
Sanni Abacha, a devout Muslim, an
ambitious tyrant and the leader of a
hegemonic clique is not ready or
willing to listen to reason and logic
after the taste of power and the
attraction of oil money. A couple of
years ago, the Pope appealed to
Abacha on behalf of Ken Saro-
Wiwa and nine others of the
Ogoniland. What happened? Abacha hanged Saro-Wiwa, a
playwright, poet,university professor and and an environmen-
talist.
The leopard has never been known to change its spots, how
can the Pope think that Abacha will listen this time? Abacha is
no Fidel Castro and if the Pope thinks he is, he and others are
mistaken. Cuba before the revolution was a predominately
Catholic nation and Nigeria is not. The plurality of religions in
this African country makes this task daunting. Northern
Nigerians see themselves as divine inheritors of a colonial
legacy and the dream of Uthman Dan Fodio, the erstwhile
Muslim cleric of the 19th century saw the expanse of the then
Northern and Southern Nigeria as the Muslim sphere of influ-
ence. 
Human rights and dignity is so foreign to Abacha and his
cohorts. The Nigerian dilemma of the late 60s and early 70s is
a case in point, members of the ethnic group, the Igbo were
massacred at their jobs and natal rooms of hospitals in
Northern Nigeria which ultimately led to the Nigerian civil
war. The Pope’s admonition to Abacha in the Nigerian capital
of Abuja and in Onitsha at the beatification of Father Cyprian
Tbansi is welcome, but we must wait to see if the iron man
Abacha will listen and release the 60 democracy dissidents and
other political detainees in Nigeria’s prisons.
The ongoing slaugther Algerians by the radical right of the
Muslim movement is a case in point. Northern Nigerians are
mostly Sunni Muslims but a vocal group belongs to the Shiite
who see other religions as threats to the Quran or Muhhamad,
the Prophet of Islam. The Talaban of Afghanistan, the regime
in North Korea and China are Abacha’s models, therefore
more is expected of the advocates of human rights, civil soci-
ety and democratic governance than lip service.
President Clinton will be arriving in Africa in the wake of
Pope John Paul II’s departure and this is reason enough for the
Clinton administration to back the Pope in his call for demo-
cratic and civil governance in Nigeria and other parts of
Africa. The visit to Ghana, Senegal, Botswana, South Africa,
Rwanda and Kenya is commendable but the argument that
Clinton’s trip is trade not aid is not a well thought strategy or
policy. A more comprehensive approach is needed vis a vis the
regions of the continent and this must include security, demo-
cratic and human rights, economic
development, public investment
and above all debt relief.
The so called “success stories” of
Ghana, Botswana, South Africa
and Senegal should not hoodwink
African constituency here or any-
where. Since the appointment of
Rev. Jesse Jackson as Special
Envoy for the Promotion of
Democracy in Africa, the only tan-
gible evidence we have is that
Jackson visited Kenya and Zambia
where opposition parties were not given the opportunity to
contest in the last general elections or given protection of their
basic political or human rights freedoms. The leaders of these
countries are not models of democratic governance and yet
President Clinton will be meeting with them. 
The often maligned African Crisis Response Initiative float-
ed by the administration is yet to be fully embraced by all
African nations? Why? Nigeria exerts an undue influence over
the other nations because of its size and its commitment to
regional security even if it denies its citizens democratic rights
and freedoms. 
We have to see what efforts the administration will put
toward implementing the  recent African Growth and
Opportunity Act of 1998 and the Africa Trade Bill just passed
in view of the do nothing Congress of 1997, 98. They have yet
to begin hearings on the 1998, 99 Budget let alone do other
things except renaming Washington airport after President
Reagan.
I must argue that this administration must decouple trade
from human and political rights issues. It has on Nigeria,
Kenya and Algeria, the most guilty nations on human and
political rights freedoms. We buy Algeria’s and Nigeria’s oil
and also Kenyan coffee and tea as engine of our economy and
our unsatiable taste for coffee, yet we refuse to speak boldly
and publicly against the abuses of these countries.
The Pope’s visit to Nigeria and President Clinton’s Africa
trip will only be successful if pressure is continually exerted on
nations and countries who deny basic human and political
rights to its people. The case of The Sudan, Angola, Nigeria,
The Congo (former Zaire), Rwanda and Burundi must ener-
gize advocates of civil society and human rights the world
over. We cannot turn a blind eye on the abuses of strong, tyran-
nical leaders like Abacha, Suharto and the likes of them in the
name of profits and trade. This is unquestionable. The rights of
humanity must be championed from Beijing to Havana, Lagos
to Khartoum and all the other places where human dignity is
been trampled.
– Olatoye Baiyewu is an English graduate assistant and a
semi-monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-
mail  address is cgmob@pen.eiu.edu.
OLATOYE BAIYEWU
Guest columnist
“We cannot turn
a blind eye on the
abuses of strong,
tyrannical leaders
like Abacha,
Suharto ...”
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Health Services
changes will help
with staff efficiency
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international
issues.
They should be less than 250
words and include the author’s
name, telephone number and
address. Students must indicate their
year in school and major. Faculty,
administration and staff should indi-
cate the department. Letters whose
authors cannot be verified will not
be printed.
Depending on space constraints,
we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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Back to the grind
Susan Shanks, an education and administration graduate student, does a little research  for
information on collective bargaining Sunday afternoon in Booth Library. 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kathleen
Willey defended friendly letters she sent
to President Clinton after their meeting at
which she alleges he made a crude sexual
advance. She accused the White House of
trying to portray her as a “wacko.” 
In an interview in the issue of
Newsweek on newsstands Monday, Mrs.
Willey said by distributing the letters,
which were friendly in tone despite the
encounter she alleged, the White House
was “trying to make me look like a
wacko.” 
Mrs. Willey also said there was nothing
improper about the letters, which she por-
trayed as a way of trying to secure a job. 
“I never hid those letters. They were
my way of saying, ‘Hello, I’m still out
here. I need a job,’” she said. “I had made
a decision that I was going to put that
incident behind me. I made that choice,
and I’m allowed to make that choice.” 
In a dramatic television appearance a
week ago, Mrs. Willey told CBS’ “60
Minutes” that during the 1993 visit ,
Clinton placed his hands on her breasts,
kissed her on the mouth and placed her
hand on his genitals after she visited him
to discuss her financial troubles. 
Mrs. Willey said in the TV interview
she was so taken aback by the advance
that she wanted to slap Clinton but pushed
him away instead and eventually left the
office. 
Starting two days later, Mrs. Willey began
a series of attempts to get back in touch
with Clinton. Records released by the
White House last week showed Mrs.
Willey contacted Clinton’s office on Dec.
1 seeking to talk to the president. 
Time magazine reported Sunday that
Mrs. Willey faked a pregnancy in 1995 to
seek revenge on a boyfriend. According to
the Time on newsstands Monday, Mrs.
Willey urged her former confidante Julie
Steele to go along with the lie. Ms. Steele
was then asked to tell the boyfriend Mrs.
Willey had a miscarriage, Time reported. 
Ms. Steele also has claimed that Mrs.
Willey asked her to lie to a reporter about
the alleged Clinton incident. 
Mrs. Willey’s lawyer Dan Gecker
would not discuss the latest Time report,
which he said he had not read. “I haven’t
seen it, and I’m not going to dignify it,”
Gecker said Sunday. 
Willey defends ‘friendly’ letters she sent to Clinton
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.N.
weapons inspectors could begin searching
Saddam Hussein’s presidential com-
pounds before the end of March, the chief
inspector said Sunday. 
The Iraqi government will be given a
notice soon saying “we are ready and we
are going to do it,” said Richard Butler,
who arrived in Baghdad on Sunday. “That
won’t be long from now.” Asked if it
would happen by the end of the month,
Butler 
answered, “Probably,” but refused to elab-
orate. 
Searching the eight presidential sites
for weapons of mass destruction was the
core of a dispute that took the region to
the brink of war. The standoff was
resolved with a Feb. 23 agreement
between U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan and Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Aziz that secured approval for the
inspections. 
Butler will stay in Baghdad for five
days to discuss with Aziz the procedure
for inspecting the sites, which occupy a
total of 12.6 square miles and include
1,058 buildings. 
In contrast to the animosity that has
dominated Butler’s past dealings with
Iraq, he said Sunday he sees “a sense of
new spirit now prevailing in our relation-
ship. The degree of cooperation Iraq has
been showing ... is very high and very
welcome.” 
The February agreement requires U.N.
inspectors to be accompanied by a group
of diplomats led by Jayantha Dhanapala, a
former Sri Lankan ambassador to the
United Nations. 
Iraq cooperate with U.N.
over weapon inspections
PRISTINA, Yugoslavia (AP) — Despite the vio-
lent crackdown in recent weeks by Serb police,
Kosovo Albanians defiantly pushed ahead Sunday
with their quest for independence from Serbia by
electing a new government. 
Waving flags and throwing flowers, about 1,000
supporters cheered Ibrahim Rugova, the only presi-
dential candidate, when he voted on the outskirts of
Pristina, Kosovo’s capital. 
The elections came three weeks after a Serb
crackdown aimed at Albanian militants killed about
80 people and fanned foreign anger and fears of a
new Balkan war. Albanians outnumber Serbs by 9-
to-1 in the southern province in Serbia, the larger of
the two republics in the Yugoslav federation. 
Serb officials said the elections were unofficial
and meaningless and therefore saw no need to stop
them. However, the Albanians’ election commission
reported one instance of Serb interference involving
three Serb policemen who closed a village 
polling station, 25 miles east of Pristina. 
A boycott by seven ethnic Albanian opposition
parties did not seem to affect turnout, which the
election commission reported was brisk, despite
freezing temperatures and snow flurries. In some
places, 80 percent of voters had cast ballots before
noon. 
Thirteen parties loyal to Rugova were running
for the 130-seat parliament. 
Rugova, the 54-year-old pacifist writer who leads
Albanians continue fight for rights
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) - The ques-
tion is not whether members of the
United Auto Workers like
Caterpillar Inc.’s latest contract
offer.  They don’t. 
The question is whether an
unpopular contract is better than
no contract at all. 
After all, it has been six years
since the union last had a contract
with the company — six years of
strikes and divided loyalties and
uncertainty. 
If they accept the offer, they are
accepting many provisions that
started this feud in the first place. If
they reject it, they risk more long
years without job security or a
voice in the company’s future. 
Members made that choice this
weekend. The results of their vote
were to be released Sunday night. 
UAW finds Caterpillar
contract unpopular
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RENT: DORM SIZED REFRIG-
ERATORS. 820 LINCOLN 348-
7746
________________________5/4
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION
GLASSES at Uptowner. Call and
describe. Call Chris 346-3138.
_______________________3/23
$100 REWARD for the return of a
ruby and diamond bracelet lost
on 3/11. Please turn in to
Lumpkin Hall Rm 112 to claim
reward.
_______________________3/25
CASH LOANS 345-3623 BUY-
SELL-TRADE Jewelry, Guns,
Diamonds, Gold, Coins, T.V’s,
VCR, Stereos; also buy, sell adult
movies, toys, and novelt ies.
Coles County Pawn.
________________________5/4
CASH LOANS 345-3623. Buy,
sell, trade. Jewelry, Guns,
Diamonds, Gold, Coins, T.V’s,
VCR, Stereos: also buy, sell adult
movies, toys, and novelt ies.
Coles County Pawn.
________________________5/4
SEXUAL POTENCY Natural and
new. Toll free 1-888-880-8918.
_______________________3/24
1991 PONTIAC LEMAN'S, 4-
speed, CD player, NEW tires,
brakes, muffler/exhaust, battery.
Great condition. Moving. Must
sell. $3400 OBO. Call 348-1984.
_______________________3/23
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevy’s,
BMW’s, Corvette’s. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your area. Toll free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
_______________________3/23
Need Cash?  Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
March 23-25 6-10 p.m. Lantz
Gymnasium.
_______________________3/23
SUBLEASER NEEDED
Inter/Summer 98 Very Close to
campus. Fully furnished, inc.
Dishwasher, $250/month, very
nice Call 348-5295, leave mes-
sage.
_______________________3/27
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
for SU 98. 1 BD furnished apt.
PARKPLACE APTS. Call 348-
6318.
_______________________3/27
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Board meeting today at 9 p.m. in the
Casey room.
DELTA SIGMA PI Chapter meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin 017.
Professional Attire.
PHI GAMMA NU Executive Board meeting today at 6:30 p.m. in
Lumpkin Lounge.
PINK PANTHERS Tryouts today from 6-10 p.m. in Lantz Gym. Any
questions? Call Nancy Marlow 6381.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, & ALLIES UNION meeting today from 8-
9 p.m. in the Paris room-MLK Union. Everyone welcome.
WOMEN’S ADVOCACY COUNCIL Panel Discussion today at 7 p.m.
in the Charleston/Mattoon room-MLK Union. Unruly Women: Historical
perspectives on gender, conflict and public life. Featuring experts in
History and Women’s Studies.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Fashion Show Informational today at 8:30
p.m. in the Kansas room. Anyone interested in trying out for the BSU
Fashion Show is invited to come out. No experience necessary, you do
not have to be a member to participate.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Special Events meeting today at 8 p.m. in
Stevenson. Call Kami or Suzanne if you cannot attend.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Executive Board meeting today at 9 p.m. in
Lawson. All Executive Board members need to be present.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel, located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
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TORONTO (AP) - Add another last-sec-
ond game-winner to Michael Jordan’s
resume. 
Jordan hit a short jumper with 5.4 sec-
onds left in regulation to give the Chicago
Bulls a 102-100 victory over the Toronto
Raptors on Sunday. 
Jordan, who finished with 33 points,
drove past Marcus Camby at the top of the
key before pulling up for the game-win-
ning shot. 
“I might have shuffled my feet a little
bit, but I got a good look,’’ Jordan said. “I
never get tired of taking those shots.’’ 
The Bulls gained their 51st victory
despite letting a 12-point lead with six
minutes left slip away. 
The Raptors, who were out of timeouts
after Jordan’s basket, got the ball to guard
Chauncey Billups, who rushed a despera-
tion 3-pointer from near halfcourt that
missed the rim by several feet and bounced
out of bounds with one second still left. 
The Raptors then let time expire rather
than foul the Bulls. 
Scottie Pippen also had 33 points and
Dennis Rodman grabbed 18 rebounds for
Chicago, which moved a half-game ahead
of Seattle and Utah in the battle for the best
record leaguewide. 
Chicago, Seattle and Utah are tied in the
loss column. 
John Wallace had 26 points, Camby had
23 and Doug Christie added 20 points and
nine rebounds for the Raptors. 
Jordan hit a fallaway jumper with 28.6
seconds left to put the Bulls up 100-98, and
Christie made a basket from near the left
baseline on the next possession to tie it and
set the stage for 
Jordan’s clutch shot. 
“I love the challenge of playing on the
road,’’ Jordan said. “I like to send the fans
home disappointed.”
Bulls slap Toronto, earn NBA’s best record
CHICAGO (AP) -  The Chicago
Blackhawks have ridden solid goaltend-
ing and a few lucky breaks to a four-
game winning streak. 
Jeff Hackett stopped 26 shots in post-
ing his  second straight  shutout  as
Chicago beat the Boston Bruins 1-0
Sunday. 
Hackett, who helped snap Boston’s
own four-game winning string, now has
eight shutouts for the season. 
“Hack’s been super,” said Chicago
defenseman Cam Russell, whose first
goal of the season, in the first period,
stood up as the game-winner. “He’s see-
ing everything. He’s stopping everything.
He’s not giving up rebounds.” 
Hackett ,  who was in goal  for  the
Blackhawks’ 1-0 victory Thursday night
over Montreal, has not surrendered a
goal in 127 minutes and nine seconds. 
“It’s pretty safe to say I’m seeing the
puck well,” Hackett said. “When I’m
playing my best, the pucks are hitting me
in the chest.” 
One shot did get by Hackett, but Hal
Gill’s apparent goal with 4:47 remaining
in the third period was disallowed after a
replay showed that the Bruins’ Steve
Heinze was in the crease. 
“That’s cheating,’’ said Boston coach
Pat Burns,  who claimed Heinze had
vacated the crease in time after being
pushed into it. “It was a goal. We just
watched it 10 times. 
“It’s disappointing because the team
played hard. We got in here only a cou-
ple of hours before the game and stood
up to them,” Burns added. 
The Bruins’  chartered f l ight  to
Chicago from Buffalo, where they beat
the Sabres 2-1 Saturday,  had been
delayed by a snowstorm. 
Although Hackett earned the shutout,
Boston goalie Rob Tallas, who stopped
22 of 23 shots, was just as solid. 
“The only shot that beat him was a
screened shot,’’ Burns said. “He played
super. It was like a baseball pitcher who
goes out and pitches a no-hitter, and we
can’t get a run for him.’’ 
The only shot to beat Tallas came at
3:06 of the first period when Russell’s
rising drive from the left  point  just
slipped under the crossbar. 
“A guy came across the crease and
clipped me a little bit,” Tallas said. “I
didn’t even see the shot come off.” 
The Bruins had one more chance late
to tie the game, but Jason Allison hit the
left post with 3 minutes left. 
“Any time you win two games 1-0
back-to-back, you’ve got to get some
good bounces,’’ Chris Chelios said. 
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) - Robert
Machado hit a two-out, two-run
homer in the ninth inning off
Mike James,  ral lying the
Chicago White Sox to a 6-5 vic-
tory over the Anaheim Angels
on Sunday. 
Tim Salmon hit two homers,
driving in three runs as the
Angels took a 5-0 lead after
three innings. 
Rene Gonzales hit  an RBI
single off James in the ninth
before Machado homered.
Carlos Casti l lo pitched two
scoreless innings for the win. 
White Sox starter Jason Bere
lasted five innings and allowed
six hits and five earned runs. 
Anaheim starter Chuck Finley
worked seven innings, scattering 
five hits  and allowing three
earned runs. 
Mariners 11, Cubs 5
PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) - Edgar
Martinez and Dan Rohrmeier
each homered and Jamie Moyer
pitched 5 1-3 innings as the
Seatt le Mariners beat  the
Chicago Cubs 11-5 on Sunday. 
The largest crowd in Peoria
Stadium’s 5-year history -
11,696 - watched the Mariners
collect 14 hits against six Cubs
pitchers. 
Martinez, Seattle’s All-Star
designated hitter, and Glenallen
Hill, the Mariners’ new starting
left fielder, each went 3-for-4
with an RBI. 
Kevin Orie and Brant Brown
and both homered for Chicago. 
Moyer,  who was 17-5 for
Seattle last season and is 30-8
the past two years, improved his
spring record to 2-0. He gave up
10 hits, including Orie’s homer
in the second, and allowed three
runs. 
Meanwhile,  the Mariners
placed Jeff  Fassero,  the
Mariners’ No. 2 starter, on the
15-day disabled list with inflam-
mation in his left elbow. 
He will be eligible to come
off the DL on April 6. 
“I’m a little concerned about
Jeff,” manager Lou Piniella 
said. “I would assume he’ll miss
his first two starts.” 
David Holdridge,  Mike
Timlin,  Greg McCarthy and
Heathcliff Slocumb also pitched
for the Mariners. Holdridge,
who won’t make Seattle’s roster,
has not allowed a run in nine
games -  7 2/3 innings -  this
spring. 
The Cubs started closer Rod
Beck, who came out after the
first inning. The Mariners took a
3-2 lead in the second against
Dave Swartzbaugh (0-1) on an
RBI double by Hill, Russ Davis’
RBI infield out and Rob Ducey’s
RBI triple. 
The Mariners did not use
right fielder Jay Buhner for the
second day in a row because of a
sore right shoulder. Piniella said
he might hold out Buhner again
on Monday. 
“But I’m not too concerned
about Jay,’’ Piniella said. 
Before the game, the Cubs
placed right-hander Kevin
Foster on the 15-day disabled
list because of tightness in his
right shoulder.  Foster last
pitched in a spring game on
March 6. 
Devil Rays 7, Cardinals 6
JUPITER, Fla. (AP) - Paul
Sorrento hit a three-run homer
as the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
rallied for five runs in the ninth
inning off St. Louis closer Jeff
Brantley for a 7-6 win Sunday
over the 
Cardinals. 
After Brantley (0-1) was
pulled, Jerome Walton singled
home Dave Silvestri with the
winning run. 
Jim Mecir (1-0) picked up the
win with two innings of relief,
and Josias Manzillo got his third
save. 
St. Louis had scored six runs
in the second and third innings
off sidearming right-hander
Rolando Arrojo, a Cuban defec-
tor who is the Devil Rays’ No. 2
starter. 
It was the most runs a Tampa
Bay starter had allowed in 24
games this spring. Arrojo had
given up just one run in 10 2-3
innings in four previous outings. 
Steve Ontiveros, who hasn’t
pitched in the major leagues
since 1995, became the second
Cardinal pitcher to work five
innings. He allowed just two
singles and a walk in four
innings before Tampa Bay short-
stop Bobby Smith hit a two-run
homer in the fifth. 
“He did a good piece of hit-
ting,” Ontiveros said. “It was the
first pitch, I got it up and he got
it up in the air. I thought it was a
fly ball, but the wind caught it.” 
Ontiveros spent the last two
seasons on the Anaheim Angels
disabled list with a series of
injuries, the most recent in his
right elbow.
At 2.65, he was the AL’s ERA
leader in 1994 for Tony La
Russa in Oakland and was
named to the All-Star team in
‘95. 
He was signed by the
Cardinals, now managed by La
Russa, as a free agent on Feb.
15, the second day of spring
training.
Sox rally for 6-5 win; Cubs get pounded; Cardinals lose 
Hawks win 1-0 over Bruins to extend winning streak to four
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MLK, Jr. University Bookstore
Bookstore Hours:
Mon-Thurs  8am-8pm
Friday  8am-4:30pm
Saturday  10am-4:00pm
20%  OFF
March 23rd- March 28th
T-Shirts & Shorts
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
1998 NCAA Men s Basketball Tournament
1 Arizona
16 Nicholls State
8 Tennessee
9 Illinois State
5 Illinois
12 South Alabama
4 Maryland
13 Utah State
6 Arkansas
11 Nebraska
3 Utah
14 San Francisco
7 Temple
10 West Virgina
2 Cincinnati
15 Northern Arizona
1 North Carolina
16 Navy
8 UNCC
9 Illinois-Chicago
5 Princeton
12 UNLV
4 Michigan State
13 Eastern Michigan
6 Xavier
11 Washington
3 South Carolina
14 Richmond
7 Indiana
10 Oklahoma
2 Connecticut
15 FDU
1 Duke
16 Radford
8 Oklahoma State
9 George Washington
5 Syracuse
12 Iona
4 New Mexico
13 Butler
6 UCLA
11 Miami (Fla.)
3 Michigan
14 Davidson
7 UMass
10 St. Louis
2 Kentucky
15 So. Carolina State
1 Kansas 
16 Prairie View
8 Rhode Island
9 Murray State
5 TCU
12 Florida State
4 Mississippi
13 Valparaiso
6 Clemson
11 Western Michigan
3 Stanford
14 Charleston
7 St. John’s 
10 Detroit
2 Purdue
15 Delaware
West Regional South Regional
East Regional Midwest Regional Champion
Arizona 99-60
Ill. St. 82-81 OT
Duke 99-63
Duke 79-73
Duke  80-67
Kentucky 86-84
Kent.  94-68
Syracuse 56-46
UCLA 85-82
Kentucky 88-61
R. Island 80-75
R. Island 74-68
Stanford 79-77
R. Island 97-74
Flordia St. 96-87
Valpo 70-69
W. Michigan 75-72
Stanford 67-57
Detroit 66-64
Purdue 95-56
Kansas 110-52
Stanford 83-65
Stanford 67-59
Purdue 80-65
Valpo 83-77
OK State 74-59
Syracuse 63-61
N. Mexico  79-62
UCLA 65-62
Michigan 80-61
St. Louis 51-46
Kentucky 82-67
Arizona 82-49
Arizona 87-79
Utah 75-51
Utah 75-51
Maryland 67-61
Utah 75-69
W. VA  75-74
UNC 93-83 OT
UNC 73-58
UNC 75-64
UConn 75-74
Mich. St. 63-56
Washington 81-66
UConn 78-68
Arkansas 74-65
Utah 85-68
W. Virgina 75-74
Cincinnati 65-62
Princeton 69-57
Michigan St. 83-71
Washington 69-68
Richmond 62-61
Indiana 94-87 OT
UConn 93-85
UNC 88-52
UNCC 77-62
Illinois 64-51
Maryland 82-68
By the Associated Press
The Final Four will be one of
firsts and one of year afters. 
All the coaches involved - Bill
Guthridge of North Carolina, Rick
Majerus of Utah, Mike
Montgomery of Stanford and
Tubby Smith of Kentucky - will be
making their first Final Four
appearances as head coaches. 
Each of the schools will also be
arriving in San Antonio to cap a
season in which they had to fill big
voids: Utah and Stanford having to
replace star players Keith Van Horn
and Brevin Knight, while North
Carolina and Kentucky will be
going the season after saying good-
bye to coaches Dean Smith and
Rick Pitino. 
Saturday’s matchups have
Stanford against Kentucky and
Utah meeting North Carolina. 
The winners meet next Monday
night for the national champi-
onship. 
Kentucky is in the Final Four for
the third straight year, the first time
a school has managed to do that
since Duke, the team the Wildcats
beat Sunday in the South Regional
final, went for five straight years,
1988-92. 
North Carolina, which beat
Connecticut on Saturday to win the
East Regional and the only top
seed still alive, is in for the fifth
time in the ‘90s and the 14th time
overall, tied for the most ever with
UCLA and one more than
Kentucky. 
Utah will be making its fourth
trip to the national semifinals, but
first since 1966, and Stanford has
been there just once before, when it
won it all in 1942. 
Having two teams from the
West is a rarity as this is just the
fourth time it has happened, and
the first since UCLA and New
Mexico State were in the 1970
Final Four. 
The last time there were four
first-time coaches in the Final Four
was 1959 when Fred Schaus of
West Virginia, Peck Hickman of
Louisville, George Smith of
Cincinnati and Pete Newell of
California all made their debuts. 
Guthridge has been there plenty
of times - he was next to Smith as
an assistant for 30 years before he
retired in October and that included
all but one of his 11 Final Four
trips. 
“He’s done a great job,” Tar
Heels sophomore point guard Ed
Cota said of the 60-year-old
Guthridge. “He’s had some big
shoes to fill.” 
Final Four teams decided, move on to San Antonio
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Friendly Inn Tavern
SPECIA
LS Mon: 50¢ Drafts
Tue: Free Pool
Wed: 25¢ off all Drinks
Thurs: 30¢ Drafts
-8 miles east 
of Charleston
-1st tavern- Right 
hand side
349-8215 Ashmore, IL
Tokens Gigantic film sale
March 21-28
$3.99 all rolls double prints
$5.99 36 doubles
NO LIMIT
Fast service & a real bargain Pool
Tournament
8:00
7:30 sign-in
$1.25 Bud Pints
Lunch Special
1 10” Pizza 2 item
2 drinks
$5.99+tax
Papa’s Choice
1lg up to 5 toppings
$9.99+tax
additional toppings $1.10
Papa Pak
1 lg 1 topping w/breadsticks
&2 ltr Coke
$11.99+ taxadditional
toppingsexp 3/23/98
Charleston
426 W. Lincoln
348-8282
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
I t  didn’t  only rain in
Charleston over spring break as
Eastern’s men’s and women’s
track and field teams traveled to
Tallahassee, Fl.   to compete
despite the rain and drizzle.
The weather wasn’t  a prob-
lem early in the week for prac-
t icing but  when the Florida
State Relays began on
Wednesday, the rains began. 
“We were looking forward to
60, 70 degree weather, and we
got that for a couple of days, but
not  during the tournament,”
women’s coach John Craft said.
“We had the discus and the
javelin on Wednesday. They had
to postpone the javelin to Friday
because there was so much
thunder and lightning.”
The men also encountered
bad weather when they compet-
ed against  Murray State on
Monday Coach Tom Akers said.
Despite the weather  prob-
lems both coaches said the
teams performed well in its first
outdoor meets of the season.  
“I thought they performed
well,” Craft said of the women’s
performance.
Akers said the men adjusted
well to the change of scenery
and was happy with the men’s
performance at Florida State
despite having two different
divisions to keep the heats rea-
sonable.
“Murray State was an ice-
breaker for us and we had some
guys really step it up in events
that we competed in,”  Akers
said.  “It was a good way to
open up the season and now we
need to continue to improve and
if we can continue to improve
we should have a very success-
ful outdoor season.”
Chad White finished in sec-
ond behind indoor nat ional
champion Davian Clarke by .08
seconds.  
“White gave Clarke all that
he could muster,  running a
tough race – typical Chad,” he
said.
Kert McAfee competed in
five events and finished third in
the 800-meter run and is  an
important addition to the out-
door team Akers said.  
Moroney finished third in the
1,500-meter  run and in the
steeplechase.  Boyles was first
in the second division in the
steeplechase and the 4x800-
meter  relay team, McAfee,
Mike McBride, Cory Finn and
Marcus Carter were second.
Throwers Dave Astraukus,
John Davis and Jason
Waldschmidt were in the top 10
in the discuss, hammer throw
and the shot put.
Women’s high jumper Candy
Phil l ips was third and pole
vaulter Alethea Bodden finished
seventh.
Erika Coull-Parenty was
fourth in the 3,000-meter run
and ninth in the 5,000-meter
run.  Keisha Dunlap was fifth in
the shot put and fourth in the
hammer throw. Rachel
Schwartzkopf was seventh in
both the shot put and the ham-
mer throw and Stephanie Brandt
was sixth in the discuss.
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
Eastern’s Ohio Valley
Conference tennis season got off
to a rough start at Tennessee Tech
Sunday.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams were beaten in the confer-
ence opener. The women’s team
lost 6-1, while the men’s team
dropped a 9-0 decision.
The Lady Panthers were short-
handed and could only enter five
singles and two doubles events –
one short in each. The lone
women’s victory came when
number two singles player Tania
Vanstone beat Diana Pous 6-4, 6-
3.
Number one singles player
Adeline Khaw lost in straight sets
to Marieta Walkova 6-4, 6-3. Kim
Mucherin then lost to Elena
Delucca 6-1, 6-2 at the number
three singles.
Jill Cochran lost 6-4, 6-4, and
Erin Berry dropped a 6-0, 6-4
match for the other two positions.
The two doubles teams were
not very productive either.
Vanstone and Mucherin lost to
Valkova and Delucca 8-3. Khaw
and Cochran then dropped a 8-2
decision to Pous and Ozge
Arslan.
The team was participating in
its first competitive tennis in six
weeks. The last match they
played was at Southwest Missouri
State on Feb. 8. This could have
been a contributing factor in their
struggles on Sunday.
The men’s team had an even
worse time in Tennessee, as they
failed to net a point for the team.
After losing a tough first set 7-
6 (7-4), Brad Cook then dropped
the second set 6-0 in his number
one singles match. Sargy Letuchy
was the closest Panther to win-
ning a point. Letuchy lost a tough
three-set match, 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 (9-
7). No other Panther won more
than four games in their match. 
The doubles teams played
much better than the singles com-
petitors. Cook and Jon McArthur
went to a tie-break, and eventual-
ly lost 9-7. Justin Miles and Brian
Shelton lost their match 8-6. Mike
Jacob and Joe Kantor stayed
together as a team, but lost 8-4.
The defeat sent the Panthers
record to 0-6 on the spring sea-
son, and put them at under .500
overall at 6-7.
The men next compete at
Tennis teams fall
at Tennessee Tech
Track teams run in rain
at Florida State relays
for the team lead in homers. Panther junior
catcher Ryan Bridgewater almost followed
up the two homers with one of his own, but
Middle Tennessee junior outfielder Jeremy
Owens made a leaping catch against the
wall.
After hitting his fifth homer of the year,
Zink came through again in the third
inning with a double off the left field wall
that brought home three runs. 
The nine-run inning gave Eastern a 13-2
lead, and the Panthers never looked back.
Middle Tennessee would not go down
without a fight though, as it came back
with six runs in the top of the fourth to cut
the lead to 13-8.
The big blow of the inning came off the
bat of Blue Raider senior second baseman
Jon Case, who hit a grand slam. This
homer took Panther starting pitcher sopho-
more John Larson out of the game. 
This was a close as the Blue Raiders
would get, though, as Eastern scored three
insurance runs in the bottom of the fifth.
Two of these runs crossed the plate on a
double to center by Benhoff. 
Panther junior Jeremy Sanders came in
to relieve Larson and improved his record
to 3-1. 
Eastern had already knocked Middle
Tennessee starting pitcher sophomore Jeff
Parsons after one inning. The loss dropped
his record to 2-2 on the year.
Eastern came from behind to take the
first game of the day 3-2. 
The Panthers went into the bottom of
the fifth with a 1-0 deficit, but came back
with a three-run inning to take the win.
Marzec tied the game with a single up the
middle to bring home Panther junior center
fielder Sean Lyons. 
A Hantosh double put Marzec on third
base with two outs. Bridgewater then
stepped to the plate and singled up the
middle to score both Marzec and Hantosh
to give Eastern a 3-1 lead. 
The score remained the same until the
top of the seventh inning. Blue Raider
junior first baseman Wayne Chinapen led
off the inning with a home run to left cen-
ter field. 
This homer knocked Eastern starter
Prina out of the game, and brought senior
reliever Bobby Castelli in. 
Middle Tennessee put runners on sec-
ond and third with two outs, but Castelli
struck out Parsons looking to end the rally
and the game. 
To start off the spring break, Eastern
won all four games at the Troy State
Invitational. 
“I’m very pleased,” Schmitz said. “They
were different types of games, and with the
exception of the Alabama game we had
good starting pitching, which was the key.”
In the first game of the invitational,
Prina pitched seven scoreless innings to
lead the Panthers to an 8-2 win over
Radford.  Lyons, Zink and Bridgewater
each homered in the game. 
Eastern then used the 12-run rule in a
14-1 pounding of Sienna the next morning.
In the final game of the invitational,
Eastern won a see-saw affair over host
Troy State 12-11. Eastern used seven
pitchers in the game, and Castelli came in
to pitch the final two innings of the game
and pick up his fourth save. 
Troy State took an 11-7 lead in the sev-
enth inning, but Eastern erupted for five
runs to pick up the 12-11 win. 
Benhoff was named the OVC Player of
the Week for his efforts at Troy State, as he
went 10-for-16 with two homers and seven
RBI.
The Alabama trip continued with a 22-1
loss to Alabama, which is ranked No. 4 in
the nation. Eastern came off the loss with a
19-10 win over Samford. 
Eastern was only up 10-9 going into the
ninth inning, but erupted for nine runs to
put the game away. 
BASEBALL from page 12
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastern’s Clint Benhoff (right) follows through on a high-five from teammate Mark
Tomse as he rounds the bases following a home run Sunday.
First outdoor
meets marred
by storms
The Daily Eastern News
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By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Panther baseball team is
taking the Ohio Valley
Conference by storm.
With a double-header sweep of
Middle Tennessee on Sunday at
Monier Field, Eastern increased
its OVC record to 4-1.
“We’re off to a good start in
the OVC, which is what we
hoped for,” Panther head coach
Jim Schmitz said. 
The Panthers (13-4) used the
power of a
n i n e - r u n
third inning
to cruise to
an 18-8 vic-
tory in the
second game
of the double
h e a d e r .
Eastern had
three home
runs in the third inning.
The scoring barrage was start-
ed when Eastern senior left field-
er Josh Zink hit a homer to center
field, his fifth of the year. After a
walk to sophomore third baseman
Matt Marzec, Panther senior des-
ignated hitter Clint Benhoff hit
his sixth homer of the year, a shot
to left center.
Junior right fielder Brian
Hantosh made it back-to-back
homers, with his seventh homer
of the year. This puts him in a tie
Baseball team improves OVC record to 4-1
IKUYA KURATA/Photo Editor
Eastern’s Brian Prina follows through on a pitch Sunday at Monier Field against Middle Tennessee.
By DREW GRANGER
Staff Writer
The Eastern softball team kept busy
over the break by participating in the
Coastal Carolina softball tournament.
Though rain canceled the final games
of the tournament, the Panthers did man-
age to play three games, with mixed
results.
The Panthers finished tied for third in
the tournament, posting a record of 1-2
over the weekend.
Chance worked in Eastern’s favor. The
team took the third seed in seeded play
by way of a coin toss, after the Panthers’
final game, against Bucknell, was called
on account of rain.
Bucknell was ahead 4-2 in the fourth
inning when the game was called. The
game will not count as an official game.
Bucknell and Eastern were awarded
joint possession of third when seeded
play was canceled on account of rain.
The Panthers’ lone win of the tourna-
ment came against host Coastal Carolina,
5-4. Sophomore Sara DeLeare went the
distance against Coastal Carolina allow-
ing four earned runs in seven innings of
work.
Carolina took a 3-1 lead in the first
inning, but the Panthers rallied in the
seventh, scoring three runs for the win.
Senior Emily Starkey was 2-for-4 and
sophomore Lindsey Klockenga was 3-
for-4 at  the plate.  Sophomore Julie
Fonda and freshman Vicki Rinando went
1-for-3 at the plate with a walk. Starkey,
Klockenga and Fonda each scored a run.
Rinando scored twice.
Starkey and Klockenga
each drove in a run, as
did sophomore Melissa
Slama. Junior Amy
Kukman picked up two
RBI in the game.
Eastern fel l  to
Princeton 4-1 in the
team’s first game of the
tournament.
Mandy White went seven innings, pro-
tecting a 1-0 Panther lead into the sixth.
Princeton exploded in the sixth inning,
scoring three runs. Princeton added a
fourth run in the final frame.
The Panther run came in the first
inning. Starkey drove in Fonda to give
Eastern the lead.
The Panthers second loss came at the
hands of the Lady Flames of Illinois-
Chicago.
The Lady Flames scored seven runs in
the second inning and stopped a Panther
rally in the third for the win.
Starkey was 2-for-3 in the game, driv-
ing in both Panther runs.
Three Eastern hurlers took the mound
during the game. Junior’s Stacy Siebert
and White worked one inning apiece.
Sophomore Kim Schuette worked four
innings, allowing three hits and three
walks, striking out five.
Siebert faced four batters in the sec-
ond inning before being relieved by
White. Schuette came on for White in the
third inning.
Illinois-Chicago finished in first with
a record of 4-0. Princeton was second
after going 2-2 in round-robin play.
Coastal Carolina brought up the rear
with a record of 1-3, its only win coming
against Princeton, 6-0.
The Panthers will jump right back into
the swing of things this week.
Eastern will face four foes in seven
days, hosting Ohio, Northwestern and
Indiana State before traveling to
Macomb to face Western.
BY KYLE BAUER 
Staff Writer
The Panther wrestling season
officially came to an end over
the break. The four wrestlers
that qualified to compete in the
NCAA National tournament
came up short in competition
over the break.
All four Panther qualifiers
lost in the first round of compe-
ti t ion.  Sophomores Mike
Russow and Kelly Revells were
both eliminated from competi-
tion on the first day, but junior
Tom Combes and sophomore
Don Pool won in the consolation
round to stay
alive for anoth-
er day.
The wrestlers
appeared to
come up with
first-time jitters
in the opening
round. 
“Once we got
settled in with a match under our
belts we wrestled well,” Panther
head coach Ralph McCausland
said.
Combes was one win away
from advancing to the All  -
American round. Combes fin-
ished the tournament with a 3-2
record, with both losses coming
to All-Americans and one win
coming against a returning All-
American in the consolation
round.
“Combes was very very close.
In his last bout, he was tied with
:17 to go,” McCausland said.
“We decided to try and not score
and take the match to sudden
death overtime. He ended up
losing the match. He knows that
he was close. He came back and
won three straight and beat an
All-American. He is right on the
mark.”
Pool was also able to win his
match to advance to the consola-
tion round. He finished the tour-
nament at 1-2. 
“It was kind of a rough first
round, but we started settling in
and got used to the setting. Pool
lost in the first round and then
came back to beat a good oppo-
nent from Northern Iowa,”
McCausland said.
Russow and Revells did not
fare as well as their teammates.
Both were eliminated in the first
round. Russow lost two close
matches, with one loss coming
against an opponent that went on
to lose in the All-American
round.
The bright spot in the tourna-
ment for the Panthers will prove
to be more valuable next season
when these four wrestlers return
with experience that they gained
from their first National meet.
“We will be bringing back
experience next season. These
guys understand what it takes.
They know that the level of
competit ion is tough,”
McCausland said.  “We will
bring back an experienced base
that knows what it is all about. It
is tremendous experience for a
junior and three sophomores.
They all have the ability for a
return shot. It makes a lot of dif-
ference.”
Wrestling season ends as Panthers bow out of nationals
Softball team places third at Carolina tourney
Emily Starkey
Tom Combes
See BASEBALL page 11
n Tennis, track
teams compete
over
break.
STORIES
page 11
Lady Panthers go
1-2 before rain
cancels tourney
